Charged polystyrene nanoparticles: role of ionic comonomers structures.
Emulsion copolymerizations of styrene were carried out with four structurally different ionic comonomers namely acrylic acid (AAc), methacrylic acid (MAA), 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA), and sodium styrene sulfonate (NaSS) to study the effect of monomer structure on the copolymerization kinetics and size, morphology, charge density, and the self-assembly of the particles. The copolymerization kinetics was found to be highly dependent upon the ionic comonomer structure, and the nature of this dependence altered from homogeneous to micellar nucleation regime. The decrease in particle size (D) with increasing surfactant concentration (S) was observed in all the cases; however, the exponents of D vs. S were not similar for all the cases. In the homogeneous nucleation regime, exponents followed the order as AAc (0.446) > MAA (0.396) > NaSS (0.252) > HEMA (0.241), whereas the order was almost reversed in the micellar nucleation regime as NaSS (0.406) > HEMA (0.228) > AAc (0.206) > MAA (0.172). The hydrophobic/hydrophilic character and the steric factors were found to be the driving force for the variation in D vs. S exponents with ionic comonomer structure. The presence of charges on the particle surface contributed by the ionic comonomers triggered the self-assembly of the particles upon sedimentation and diffracted visible light obeying Bragg's law.